Rep++® for .NET, an indispensable tool
to reduce your development costs and
accelerate the deployment of your systems
Microsoft® holds more than 50% of the market of software development tools. As a result, most
organizations opt for Visual Studio® .NET to develop, migrate, integrate and maintain their information
systems.
The .NET technologies, far from getting simpler, are unfortunately becoming increasingly complex. They
are constantly evolving, making it more difficult for programmers to keep up at a time when qualified
personnel are in short supply. Many organizations that migrated various technologies such as Oracle®,
Progress®, or Delphi® to Microsoft find themselves spending three, five, even ten times the effort with
.NET than they did before! Rare are those who can multiply their development budget by the same factor!

How can you achieve as much with the same budget and resources?
Imagine: reducing by two thirds your programming, testing and maintenance efforts, while developing
.NET applications that not only integrate Microsoft's most recent technologies, but that also evolve, adapt
and integrate with your other systems more easily... How?
Rep++ is the ideal complement to Microsoft's Visual Studio® .NET. It automates a large portion of
application coding, testing and maintenance, reducing efforts and complexity—and therefore the cost and
duration—of the application development cycle. With Rep++, your programmers will focus on business
logic instead of spending time on technology-related issues.
Rep++ is an ARAD (Architected Rapid Application Development) tool, which was qualified as
"revolutionary" by Gartner. Rep++ allows you to:





Reduce systematically the time, complexity and costs inherent to the development, testing,
deployment and maintenance of your applications.
Work with today's and tomorrow's Microsoft architectures (WPF, MVC, ASP.NET, Windows Forms, etc.)
without constantly revising your applications to keep up with the evolution of the technologies.
Integrate the most widespread technologies, architectures and databases with each other.
Increase the quality of your applications, and therefore the satisfaction level of your clients, by
increasing performance, functionalities, security, user-friendliness and stability of the developed
applications, while drastically reducing delivery time.

Rep++ for .NET is Consyst's most advanced productivity and integration solution. Our technology is based
on more than 300 person-years of research and development, achieved by the greatest experts of the
Microsoft development environment and tested by many of the largest IT shops in Canada.

Try it!
To learn more about Rep++, contact us! We can schedule a presentation and a demo of our solution,
Rep++ for .NET.
www.consyst.com — (514) 849-7431 ext. 501
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